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TM 3 is a study "based primarily on the official
correspondence of the United States Department of State
with its representatives or other functionaries of the
Government of the United States in discussing Araerioan re-
lations with the Soviet Union, liVhere necessary, other col-
lateral sources have been utilized. Thus, apologia, mem-
oirs, impressions, news reports, studies by interested
groups and articles from professional journals have found
their way, by reason of their pertinence to the subject
under discussion, into this work.
Two books, both of special value must be noted -
- Professor Frederick L, Schumanns '’American Policy Toward
Russia Since 1917” published in 1928, and that of Profes-
sor Alfred L. P, Dennis, ”The Foreign Policies of Sovie t
Russia” published in 1924, have indeed left very little
for the present writer to investigate in the periods and
subjects they have treated.
However, since the publication of these valu-
able contributions, the Department of State has issued the
three volumes of the Foreign Relations of the United States
with Russia for, 19,IB a one on Russia for 1919,_ plus the
,
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2regular annual volumes. On© to thro a in number, through to
1925. hast year tlB Stata Department issued the two
volumes comprising the ’*Lansing Papers, 1914-1920,"
These tomes, brought up-to-date by the Press
Releases of the Department of State, made available an of-
ficial documentary record of Soviet-Amarican relations,
A rigid frame, including only such material as
tended to demonstrate the growth of American policy gravi-
tating just a little more than its predecessor towards a
normalization of Soviet-Americ an relations was adopted. It
was incumbent to disregard this or that alternative of
treating the subject. Thus, such important elements as
public opinion, pressure groups and an examination of pro-
or anti- recognition forces were necessarily excluded.
Because the title may be misleading, it is
necessary to state that this paper does not deal Jji extenso
with the legal aspects of recognition — such treatment
being originally not intended — its purpose having been an
investigation of the official policy of the United States
in relation to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, By
y/ay of explanation of the American legal treatment of the
problem of recognition of Russia, as distinguished from the
political aspect one could do no better than to quote that
eminent authority on International Law, Charles Cheney
H'^nde :
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*0^ lo i:oi:b 3n.y;ii5:'.a itB ona oqxjo'ie ayyssoiq irccxnxqo ollcrjjq
«beoy.ro3xo vI.c'iBOB'c. 06:1 Q^iev.' Bfeoiol noillxigo oa*i -llnB *10
si 11 tsnx&BsIs titf eq ellxb aril eayBcoQ
cane j?:c.o rri ...'Asb lor. aeob yxqsq rlill cTBrlb ebala o;t -^©n
ci-i:2,Bl 30 T;d- .cioT-fo — jaolilnpp oo^ lo BlotcrsB .[Bael exil dlln
fiB .([©.©':; ;^^x^^Oi^ eaoqA/jq all Lsibnelnl; cIoit. giixccf
BOlad'S bslxnU cxil lo Y'i-i^oq I.f»i;,oxllo oxld- lo xioxbBBxlBoviix
v:d ,ooXIo'’;?q£h l3l.Dolco8 cfelvoS lo ,ci.oxxxlJ exil ol box ObJ ox fix
rdrlct lo Ci nofrrl.oe’Xd' Xxjt^oI noolx am:A t^xl'l lo xolloioolqxe lo
ond xBjXl b©xIr.j:nr,riJ:boib 3 b ^olPeoil lo no Idxn^’io oox lo msXcJoxq
lorfj oupyp QZ‘ iiBXlJ- xolbecf on ofc> blue o ©xio locqso iBcXuxIoq
YOxioxY) soIxBxiC G'^o.a XBnoxlorAXorriil :xo
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”T1i9 according of rocognition may be
fairly delayed as long as possible, and
normal support thus given the opposition.
It may be urged that such action consti-
tutes a direct interference in the
domestic affairs of a foreign state, and
may be unjustly applied at the caprice
of interested powers for political ends.
It should be observed, however, that
there is no legal duty imposed upon a
stats to accord recognition at any par-
ticular time. The right to withhold it
is not wrongful. The influence exerted
upon the outcome of a domestic conflict,
tlirough the exercise of the right to
postpone recognition of a particular
party until it becomes highly inexpedient
longer to withhold it, doss not resemble
in kind those affirmative acts of op-
position which are deemed to restrain
political independence and to constitute
intervention.’* 1
1. Hyde, Charles Cheney, '* C oncerning t ha Recognitl on of
New Gov ernmsnts by the United States , ” The American
Journal of International Lav/ (1919^ Vol. 13 p. 308.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH
Upon the abdication of Czar Nicholas II in March#
1917# end with the transfer of governmental authority to
the Provisional Government# David Rowland Francis# the A.m!-
bassador of the United States to Russia# informed the De-
partment of State that:
’’This revolution is the practical reali-
zation of that prrinoiple of government which
wo have championed and advocated, I mean
government by the consent of the governed.
Our recognition will have a stupendous moral
affect# especially if given first,” 1
V/ithin two days# on March 22# 1917# Secretary Lansing auth-
orized Aiiibasaador Francis to recognize the new government
on behalf of the United States. Francis did so# a few
hours in advance of such action by the other great powers,
Vi/hat was the determining consideration that
caused such dispatch of international good feeling? V/as it
based solely on the political doctrine of the new regime#
and its apparent legitimacy? Or was it because the ideal-
oby of the liberal provisional government was at the time
in accord with our own gospel of * saving the world for
democracy* even at the cost of a continued prosecution of
Foreign Relations U, S, 1918# (Russia) Vol, I pp, 5-6,
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the war by shatterad Russia; a war in which wa ware on
the verge of embarking? Ambassador Francis know it to be
the latter :
’’This recognition undoubtedly had a power-
ful influence in placing America in a position
to enter the war backed by a practically unan-
imous public opinion. There can bo no doubt
that there v/ould have been serious opposition
to our allying ourselves with an absolute
monarchy to make war no matter in what cause.” 1
America, in need of a ’’fit partner for a League
2
of Honor” had determined in forty-eight hours that the
stability and capacity of the Provisional Government to
fulfill its international obligations justifiedreoog i ior* *
Upon the receipt of an affirmative ansv/er from
the Provisional Government to the American Ambassador’s
query as to whether the new government desired financial
aid, the United States, so enthused with her new sister
Republic, furnished a credit of |l00, ono, ooo. This figure
was to grm to $325,000,000 within six months, only
3
$187,729,750 of which was drawn upon.
In May, 1917 after the initial outlay had bean
made available to the Provisional Government to facilitate
the purchase of supplies for the Russian Government in the
United States, President Wilson determ.ined to send a spe-
cial American diplomatic mission to Russia to gain a bettoi
1. Francis, D. R., ’’Russia From the American Embassy”
pp. 94-95.
2. Scott, J. B., ’President Vailson’s Foreign Policy” - Wai
message of ApriT“27 I9T7 pp. 28‘^-283.
3. Schuman, Freaerick L- . American Foreign Policv Toward
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undarstandir:^ of Russian problems, Tha d istinguishad Rg-
publioan ax-Secretary of State, Elihu Root, was chosen
chairman. The Root Mission, so-called, had "found no in-
1
curable or orgajiic malady in the Russian Democracy,"
A mission of American railway specialists was
also sent to Russia. This mission had a more substantial
purpose — namely, the relief of traffic congestion on the
Russian railroads -- a condition that had become so aggra-
vated as to render negligible the military efforts of Russi
In the meantime Professor Boris Baklimeteff with
his staff had arrived from Russia, He was received by
congressional committees and accorded full ambassadorial
status. He was to enjoy this status until June 1922,
despite the fact that on November 7, 1917, the Bolsheviks,
who had gained control of the soviets of workers and sol-
diers deposed the Provisional Government and established a
dictatorship of the proletariat,
Bakhmeteff repudiated the new government and was
assured by Secretary Lansing that the United States would
continue to recognize him as the proper representative of
Rus si a.
But the moral support and financial aid of the
United States and the Allies were unavailing. The corpse
, Cummings, G, K. and Pettit, W, W, , " Rus sian-Amer lean
Relations, 1917-1920 ", Hereafter cited ”R, A, R."
1
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7that was the Provisional Government liad collapsed.
In its relations with the Allies the Revolu-
tionary Soviet Government suffered from two distinct disa-
bilities, Firstly^ they were committed to their own people
to a policy of peace; a policy regarded by the Allies as a
betrayal of ’the Cause’, Moreover, the Allies suspected
complicity with Germany -- a suspicion greated aggravated
1
by the publication of the Sisson Documents, so-called,
purporting to shov/
"that the leaders of the Russian Com-
munists wore in the pay of Germany, that
the November Revolution was planned by the
German Central Staff and financed bv the
German Imperial BanJi, and that the entire
Bolshevist regime was simply a thinly dis-
guised tool for betraying the Russian peo-
ple and serving the interests of the
Central Powers,” 2
Secondly, despite the opinions of observers on
3
the scene, the official views of both the Allied and the
Central powers were that the Soviets could not maintain
themselves in power for any length of time.
The antagonism of the Allied Missions toward the
new regime v/as further aggravated by the policy of nation-
alization by the Soviets of all property in Russia — for-
eign or domestically owned — as well as the repudiation
1. Committee on Public Information, ” The German-Bolshevik
Conspiracy”, War Information Series, Oct, 19187 No, "20,
2. Schuraan, op , ci t, p, 152,





of all former state debts, inoludin^^ those of the Provision||-
al Government, Through the years to coma, the Harding,
Goolidge end Hoover administrations vvere to go on record as
denouncing the Bolshevik disregard of private property and
the sanctity of contractual obligations.
But to return to the War period. Realizing that
with the signing of the Treaty of Brest Litovsk, Germany
could withdrav; her troops from the Eastern fron to augment
her position in the west, Francis concluded that the Soviet
leaders, whom he believed to be in the pay of Germany,
would hand over to the German forces the military supplies
of the Siberian provinces. Accordingly, Ambassador Francis
recoim-nended allied intervention. On August 16, 1918, Amer-
ican troops reached Vladivostok, They stayed until April
1, 1920 — twenty months -- fifteen of which passed by af-
ter the Armistice, The seamy intrigues and machinations of
the imperialists partaking of this unsavory^escapade wore
just not anticipated by Ambassador Francis,
David Rowland Francis had been appointed by Pre-a-
idant Wilson as American Ambassador to the Imperial Court
of Czar Nicholas II in 1916, Previously he had been Mayor
of St. Louis, Governor of Missouri, and Secretary of the
Interior in President Cleveland’s cabinet. Ho continued
his services throughout the accession and decline of the
Provisional Government and until November 6, 1918,
a year to a day after the Bolshevik Coup





d*Etat, I’Ar. Pranois was a man of characted, principle^ and
of great sincerity. In personal courage and devotion to
his country he was unsurpassed -- during the ’’ten da7/s that
shook the world” he remained resolutely at the Embassy
despite threats of personal violence. Although given per-
mission to leave Russia^ he left only Petrograd for Volog-
da^ moving the Embassy from place to place and living on
trains as the advancing Germans threatened to overrun the
country. He believed it was his duty to his country to
maintain contact with the government in Russia at all costs
This duty he construed to be more imperative when the
Allied diplomatic staffs found their positions untenable
and retired. When Francis finally did leave Russia# it
v/as on a stretcher# bound for a London hospital to undergo
an operation from which he never fully recovered. David
Rowland Francis# (1850-1927) the United States Ambassador
to Russia# had given his health# perhaps his life, for his
country. He served his native land far beyond the call of
ordinary duty. He served fearlessly and f aitlifully. But
was Ills country served well?
Mr, Francis thought along lines of commercial
ethics; his perspective was diverted from the great human
drama unfolding before his eyes by his loyalty to the cradc
of conservatism. Where others saw in the Bolshevik peace
movement the complete exhaustian and despair of the waP
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tortured Russian population, he saw only a threat to the
existing order and security of his country. He dealt in
individuals and personalities at a time when the issues
were so much greater. On the day after the Bolshevik
Revolution, Mr, Francis was no more impressed by the world-
shaking event than to write that,
”lt is reported that the Petrograd
Council of Workmen and Soldiers has
named a cabinet, Lenin as Premier,
Trotsky as Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Madame or Mile, Kollontai as Minister
of Education. Disgustingl — but I
hope such effort will be made as the
mors ridiculous the situation the sooner
the remedy.” 1
Perhaps the interests of the American nation and
the Russian people would have been furthered under the
leadership of some one of broader outlook. Someone who
could treat the problems impersonally — a political scien-
tist with a penchant for diplomacy who could understand the
full significance of a mass revolutionary movement. Such
men v/ere in Russia at the time.
Colonel Raymond Robins, a business man and so-
cial worker, but above all a sincere believer in democracy
and opponent of Communism, was one of the many present who
might possibly have had a more salubrious effect on
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Two waaka after tha Bolahavik coup of Novarabar
ly 1917 the Amjrican Ambassador to Russia reoaivad a docu-
mant informing him that the National Congrass of the Goun-
oils of tha Deputies of tha Workman and Soldiers had astab-
lished a new govarnmant of the Russian Rapublic undar tha
form of tha Council of the Commissaries of tha people.
Besides stating that the president of the nascent Republic
was ona Mr, Vladimir Ilich Lenin and that the management
of the foreign policy had been entrusted to ona Leon
Trotsky — who signed tha document as Commissar of the
People for Foreign Affairs -- the document was requested
to be regarded as a formal proposal for an armistica and
for the immediate prosacution of negotiations for peace
between all warring nations. Similar documents had been
addressed simultaneously to all belligerent nations and to
their governments.
Since a receipt had bean raquasted attesting the
delivery of the document, precautions ware taken so that
in no way could the acknowledgement of tha receipt of tha
document be interpreted as American recognition of the
sx
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Commissary of tlio People for Foreign Affairs as the proper
diplomatic office representing the Russian people. This
attitude was in anticipation of the correct belief by the
Department of State that the Bolsheviks wore exceedingly
anxious for recognition and would enlarge upon any oppor-
tunity to nut their own interpretation upon the actions of
1
the American Embassy* Accordingly, ’’the dragoman of the
Embassy signed a receipt for an envelope as addressed to
2
the American Ambassador,”
At a meeting of the diplomatic representatives
of the Allied powers in Russia, it was mutually agreed thatj
since the pretended government of the Soviets had been
established by force and was not recognized by the Russian
people, that each chief of the respective diplomatic staffs
should request his government to direct him not to make
3 4
reply to this ’bastard* communication.
Secretary Lansing, in order to preserve our
freedom of action, declined to consider a joint agreement
with the Allies not to recognize independently any new
Russian Government. Moreover, ”wa would not bind ourselves
1. Foreign Relat ions U, S. , 1918, (Russia^ Vol. Ill p. 23^
2. Ibid. Vol. I p. 244. Se e Appendix I,
3. As of obscure origin,
4. Foreign Rel rations U, S. , 1918, (Russia) Vol, III p, 245
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to a course which might look to Russia as a measure of
1
compulsion.” Thus was laid at rest the interpretation of
the agreement by the Allied Staffs ’’that no separate actior
2
looking to recognition would be taken.” Hereafter, when
the American government ignored the importunable pleas of
3
Trotsky for diplomatic business, it did so rather as a
policy of the State Department to await further develop-
ments than as a party to a conspiracy of indifference pro-
mulgated by the Allied diplomatic staffs.
The following month, on January 9, 1918, Ambas-
sador Francis, having arrived at the conclusion that a
separate peace between Russia and Germany, if not impog-'
sible, was at least improbable, inclined to favor a
5
simultaneous recognition of Finland, Ulcraine, Siberia and
even the Don Cossacks Province. For the Soviets he pro-
posed de facto recognition as the government of Petrograd
6 7
and Moscow. But such establishment of ’’working relations”
was desired by Francis only if the Soviet-German efforts
1. Foreign Relations TJ. S. , 1918, (Russia) Vol. Ill p. 248.
Ibid, pp. 245, 250,
To id. p. 254, See Appendices II and III .
Foreign Relations U. S. , 1918, iRussiaV Vol. I p. 254,
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for a ssparate peace collapsed, for he was appreciative
of the fact that if the Soviet government was recognized
by the Allies, and the Soviets then contracted a separate
peace with Germany, such a peace would have an inestimable
prestige value if enhanced by Allied recognition of the
Soviet government. Moreover, due credence for third
parties would be due to any agreement entered into by a
2
sovereign recognized state. By February 5, 1918, Francis#
admitting his error as to the probability of a Soviet-
German peace declined to recommend recognition. Still he
endeavored to establish working relations with the ’Soviets
in order to be in a position to influence them in their
3
negotiations with Germany, This he construed as the use of
’^any legitimate means to combat the
merciless methods of an unscrupulous
enemy whose success would be a catas-
trophe to civilization and a manifest
injury to mankind,” 4
Hera then was a practical solution of a very
involved problem, Consciously or not. Ambassador Francis
5
was acting in accordance with the views submitted by the
1, Foreign Rel at i on s U, S, , 1918, (Russia) Vol, II p, 741,
2, The conclusion with the Central Powers of the Peace of
Eras t-Litovsk occurred March 3, 1918,
3, Foreign Relations U, S, , 1918, (Russia) Vol, Ip. 369.
4, Ibid, p. 424,
5, Apparently unsolicited.
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American Chargife in Denmark^ Grant-Smiths to the Secretary
of State in the middle of January, 1918. Quoting at length
from the telegram, it read in part:
’’that the first step towards combatting
German intrigue in Russia should be through
the establishment by one of the Allies of
relations with the Bolshevik de facto
government, the others holding aloof and
confiding their interests to the one chosen.
Teutonic influence could thus be better
counteracted, the participation in cer-
tain conferences might be realized, com-
munication with particular pprts of Russia
established, courier service facilitated,
etc. Should the Bolshevik government
prove more long-lived than anticipated, the
Allies* delegate would have a voice in af-
fairs; as soon as they fell, the others could
take up the work,
”At present the Allies have apparently
no definite connection with the do facto
government, are cut off from the Ukraine,
Finland and other separatist movements
while some Aus tro-Germans have entered
into direct relations with each group and
consequently are enabled to pursue their
plana unhindered,
’’should such a course be deemed ad-
visable is not the United States from
tradition, recent entry on the scene, Latin-
American experience with de facto govern-
ments and especially in the light* of the
President's recent message, the best suited
among Germany's opponents to undertake the
task?” 1
American observers on the scene fell into tv;o
separate categories on the question of recognition — both
Intemperate,
tHfrw'Hrvr -scvHI- *X* -M-Sf
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Arthur Bullard, Director of tiio Russian Division,
United States Committee on Public Information, in reporting
to liis chief, George Creel, Chairman of the Committee on
1
Public Information opined within twenty days of the Bol-
shevik coup that,
”a strong statement from Washington
that the United States is entirely neu-
tral in regard to the internal question
of social reforms but refuses to recog-
nize an undemocratic government of vio-
lence and terror would be generally ap-
proved by all the responsible democratic
elements here and would be a severe blow
to the irresponsible adventurers now in
po'wer, ’’ 2
V/orking for recognition was a group of newspaper
correspondents and members of American relief agencies,
Braun of the McClure Syndicate and special correspondent
3
for the Chicago News, and Arno Dosch-Fleurot of the New
York World were especially sympathetic toward the Soviet
4
government, Jerome Davis, acting head of the Y.M,C,A, anc
Lieut, Col, Raymond Robins, in charge of the American Red
Cross Commission to Russia from December 1917 to May 1918,
5
were also in favor of recognition for the Soviets, Robins
1, Mr, Bullard was engaged in "publicity work" for the
Committee on Public Information, which was much hamper-
ed by the Soviet authorities. Foreign Relations U, S, ,
1918, (Russia) Vol, I p, 270. See: Creel, George,
" How We Adver tised America .
"
2, Foreign Relations U, S. , 1918, (Russia^ Vol, I p* 271.
3, Alternative spelling : Donnel eh Fleurat.
i. Foreign Relations U, S. , 1918, (Russia' Vol. I p. 291,
5, Idem, See: Hard, William, "Raymond Robins’ Own Story",
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wa53 regarded with special favor hy the Bolsheviks in viev/
of Rohins known objections to the use of the American Red
1
Cross for political objectives. Robins was apparently
unav/are that ex offico he was categorically included in the
President’s instructions that all American representatives
withhold all direct communications ViTith the Soviet govern-
2
rnent# and was quoted by Trotsky as having said
’’that in Russia there never had been
any such strong government as ours (Soviet)
and tha.t America of course will give us
all kinds of supplies -^5- -5'- 3
This occurred soon after Robins assumed charge of the Red
Cross in Russia, Within six months » Robins and Lieut, Col.
William B. Thompson^ whom Robins replaced, had set up an
unofficial diplomatic service in miniature. At the end of
that period, Robins had relieved himself of his post — his
lobbying for Soviet recognition had failed.
1, Robins objected to the use of American Red Cross cars
by a former colonel in the Russian Army, Kalpaschnikov,
ostensibly for the purpose of assisting Queen Marie of
Rumania to flea from the Germans, Armed with a permit
from Francis, Kalpaschnikov v;as caught and charged by
the Bolsheviks with convoying the cars to the anti-
Bolshevik forces of General Kaledin at Rastow, Francis
of course was implicated, but only in so far as having
approved the vary gallant gesture of aiding Quean Marie
Dennis, A, L, P., ^Foreign Policies of Soviet Russia”
p. 459,
2, For ai/:^n Relations U.S. , 1918, (Russia) Vol. I pp. 289,
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Soon after tlie Bolshevik coup, Robins began
working for his objective — Francis being well aware of
both Robins* ard Thompson’ s close relations v^ith the Bol-
1
sheviks but utilizing this contact to learn Bolshevik
2 3
policy and to maintain working relations in a number of
4
situations in which Robins proved his value.
By the middle of April, 1918, Robins could con-
strain himself no longer. Under his direction Captain
William B. Webster, a member of the American Red Cross Com-
miission to Russia, in company with Captain W, L. Hicks of
the British Mission in Moscow, conferred with the Siberian
Soviet, The Soviet so impressed Webster and his party tliat
Webster et al. recommended recognition. They were convince]
that the chief aim of the Soviet was to achieve recognitior,
They also believed that recognition by the Allies would
assure Soviet control of the Russian Government, dispense
with the necessity of foreign troops to preserve domestic
order, and facilitate an exchange of rm materials for
manui'actured supplies plus the fact, that, if the Soviet
were recognized, they could, in the event of a new attack




3, Ibid, p. 369,
4, Ibid, pp. 363, 369, 370, 393, 398, 418, 422, 426.
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1by Gsrmany# invite tbs Allies to oo-operate, Vi/hereas^
if Allied intervention occurred without recognition, it
2
would be opposed.
In view of this report Robins notified Henry P,
Davison, Chairman of the War Council of the American Red
Cross, at the time in Paris, that he v/ould resign unless a
nrograro of economic constructive co-operation between the
3
Soviet government and America were adopted. As a result.
Secretary Lansing put a stop to Robins' direct communica-
tions with Thompson or other members of the Red Cross Mis-
sion and requested him to send messages concerning politi-
4
cal policy through the Embassy or Consulate, Shortly
5
after this he was recalled and proceeded to leave Russia
despite the fact that the recall had been reconsidered and
determ.inad by Davison that it v;ould have been desirable for
Robins to remain in Russia for three weeks longer while
7
awaiting a possible change of course, Francis was of
course gratified at his departure, since Robins' return to
Foreign Relat io ns U, S, 1918, (Russia^ Vol, II p, 123,
2, Ibid, p, 131.
3, Ibid, Vol, I p, 499.




6, Ibid, p, 530. May 15, 1917,
7, Ibid, p, 525.
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Moscow would have been taken as an indication of American
1
support of the Soviet government.
At the last meeting between Francis and Robins
in Russia, Philip Groves, a clerk in the Embassy, after
talking with Robins arrived at the conclusion that Robins
had a definite proposition to the United States from the
Soviet Government and -that ha was hastening to America in
expectation of receiving a favorable reply thereto, \Vhile
to Groves, Robin stated, *’that he expected to return
promptly if the Soviet Government survived,” he mentioned
2
neither such mission nor possibility of return to Francis.
The arrival of Robins in the United States ’’with
3
the goods” laid the foundation for a series of Soviet
rumors that Robins v/ould soon return to Russia and replace
4
Francis as the American Ambassador, vVhat Robins really
had was a project for the establishment of commercial re-
lations between Soviet Russia and the United States, drawn
Up shortly after the conclusion of the Brest Litovsk treaty
1, Foreign Relations U, S, 1918, (Russia^ Vol, I p. 543,
2, Ibid, p. 531,
3, Ibid, p. 539,
4, Dennis, op, cit, p, 463,
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by the Counoil of National Economy. The plan was com-
pletely nonpolitical in character and consisted in a
review of the economic situation in relation to commercial
possibilities. On July 1, 1918 Robins presented a report
to the Secretary of State calling for the creation of an
2
Economic Commission for Russia but the plans never got
beyond the paper stage. After June, for the remainder of
1918, nothing was done by either the United States or
Soviet Russia to establish normal relations.
Earlier in 1918, the appointment of John Reed,
a ’’United States newspaper man” as Soviet Consul at Nev/
3
York was announced by the Bolshevik regime. Ambassador
Francis sought Colonel Robins’ aid to prevail upon the
4
Soviets to withdraw the appointment. In the words of
Granville Hicks, ’’the cancellation of the appointment is
5
obscure,” But there is reason to believe that the can-
cellation was brought about by a reconsideration by the
Bolsheviks, perhaps Lenin, rather than by any suggestions
6
from unofficial emissaries sent by Francis,
!• R,A»l^> >. op» cife* p. 204,
2, Tbid.~ p. 21<i,
3, Foreign Relations U, S, 1918, (Russia) Vol, I p, 363,
4, Idem,
5, Hicks, Granville, ’’ John Reed— the Making of a
Revolutionary ” notes to Chapter XVI p, 417,
6, Ibid, p, 296,

Upon Ambassador Francis* temporary return to
Petrograd in June, 1918, from Vologda, he received advices
from the new Commissar of Foreign Affairs, Chicherin, that
the Russian government had nominated Citizen Litvinov as
plenipotentiary representative of the Soviet government
in Washington in order to effect closer relationships be-
1
tween the two governments. To this ’effrontery* the
2
Secretary of State instructed Francis to make no reply.
Foreign Relations U, S, 1918, (Russia^ Vol, I p, 551
2, rpid, p, 562,
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THE ’BACK TO NORI/iALCY’ PERIOD
Having received no acceptance nor even acknow-
ledgment of his note informing the American government of
Citizen Litvinov’s appointment as Soviet Plenipotentiary
to the United States, Chicherin could do nothing hut wait.
This he did until January 12, 1919, at which date he sent
to the Department of State a note hy way of Litvinov, then
representative of the Russian government in Stockholm,
which note expressed the desire of the Bolshevik govern-
ment to resume normal diplomatic relations with America;
and, furthermore, announced that the Soviet regime stood
’’ready to eliminate everything which may he an obstacle
1
to such relationship,”
Ten days previous to the transmission of this
note, that is, on January 2, 1919, the government of the
Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic had appointed
as its representative in the United States, a Mr. L, C. A,
K, Martens, On March 18, 1919 Mr. Martens sent his of-
ficial credentials to the State Department, Along with
1, R.A.R. op, cit, p, 283,
2. Foreign Relations U, S, 1919, (Russia) p, 133,
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the oredentials Mr. Martens deposited a memorandem which
purported to empower him to negotiate for the Soviet govern|
ment ’’for the speedy opening of commercial relations for
1
the mutual benefit of Russia and America,” In conformity
with diplomatic propriety Martens demanded surrender of the
Russian Embassy in Washington from the Provisional Govern-
ment* s Ambassador^ Boris Bakhmeteff^ as well as all other
2
property and accounts belonging to Russia, On May 23,
t
Senator King proposed a resolution that Martens be deportet^
and a similar resolution was presented bv Representative
4
Johnson, As a result of evidence acquired during a raid
on the premises of his office in New York city and the
hearings before a Senate committee investigating his
activities. Martens was ordered deported in December, 1920,
_
Ho was charged with being a member of the Russian Commun-
5




!• Foreign Relations U, S, 1919, (Russia) p, 141,
2, New Yoi*k Times , April 11, 1919,
3, Ibid. May 23, 24, 1919,
4, Idem,
5, At the hearing before the Senate Sub-committee Mr,
Martens denied that ha was ever a member, or had ever
sought membership in the Russian Communist Party. Sea
’’Brief on Behalf of Mr, Martens , ” Department of Labor,
Bureau of Immigration, 1920, pp, 50, 51, 52.
6, Nov/ York Timas, January 23, 1921; Foreign Relations
U.S. , 1920, Vol, III p, 480,
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Meanwhile, Lansing was awaiting the possibility,
that though
'•'X' a- -x 'X' the Bolshevik group will
never be forcibly ousted in Russia but
will give way gradually to new leaders
and thus evolve into a government with
which it will be possible to deal,” 1
Bainbridge Colby, who had succeeded Lansing as
Secretary of State, in response to the 'agreeable’ intima-
tion from the Italian Ambassador at Washington in August,
1920 that a statement of the views of the United States
would be welcomed by the Italian government enunciated the
definitive American policy toward Soviet Russia as being
opposed to recognition on the ground tha.t the Soviet govern
ment was not representative of the Russian people and did
2
not rule with their consent. In a note to the Italian
Ambassador, Mr, Martens, making direct reference to the
Colby declaration observed tha.t the domestic affairs of
the Russian people were no conoern of the government of
the United States pnd that, moreover, international law
5H<"X"X— jr-Jj-sf-X- -X—Jr
1, Foreign Relations U, S, 1920, Vol, III p, 445,
2, Ibid, pp, 463-468, Secretary Colby was apparently
sincere in his objections. Through the good offices of
Hjalmar Brant ing, a Swedish statesman, he offered to
enter into an agreement with Lenin assuring ’’immediate
recognition of any Russian government emanating from a
truly representative movement” based on the voluntary
liquidation of -the dictatorship, Spargo, John, ’’The
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Acting upon the suggestion of July 14, 1922 by
the Secretary of Conmerce, Herbert Hoover, Secretary Hughes
3
embarked on the important ’’preliminary steps” to send an
expert technical commission to Russia to study and report
on matters of economic conditions that might prove of value
to American businessmen. These steps consisted of instruc-
tions to the American Ambassador in Germany ”to discuss the
4 5
matter with Krassin privately and informally,” The
Soviet government accepted the proposal with the provi-
6
Sion that she should send a reciprocal mission to America,
This bid for equality and reciprocity was construed to be
a refusal by the Department of State and the discussions
*3 CtrC VT ^ VT VC
1, Foreip:n Relations U,S. 1920, Vol, III no, 474-477.
2. Ihid, 1922, Vol, II pp, 825, 826,
3. Ibid, p, 826,
4, Leonid Borisovich Krassin, Soviet Commissar for Poreigr
Trade, then in Germany,
Fof oign Relations U,S, 1922, Vol, II p, 827.




In his first message to Congress on Deo ember 6,
1923j President Coolidge in his report on foreign affairs
stated that,
’’Our Government offers no objection to
the carrying on of commerce by our citizens
with the people of Russia," but though
"v/illing to make very large concessions
for the purpose of rescuing the people of
Russia -«’ our Government does not
propose -x- i’f -Sr to enter into relations
v/ith another regime which refuses to re-
cognize the sanctity of international
obligations, 2 Whenever there appear
works mete for repentance then
the time is near when we can act," 3
Grasping at this apparent extension of courtesy,
the Soviet government telegraphed President Coolidge to
the effect tliat the Soviet government was fully prepared
Foreign Relations U, S, 1922, p, 834,
A Senate joint resolution authorizing an American mis-
sion to Russia to study conditions and adjust differ-
ences so as to pave the way for recognition met its
quietus when referred to the Committee on Foreign Re-
lations in December, 1921, The resolution provided
specifically "for the inviting of a (Russian^ commis-
sion here for the purpose of looking into the whole
question of the possibilities of commercial and inter-
national relationships and of the ultimate possibility
of the recognition of the de facto government,"
Senator France* s answer to Senator King, Senate Joint
Resolution 145 (1921), C ong , Record , 67 Cong; 2nd
sess, Vol, 62 pt, 1 p, at p, 400,
2, Foreign Relations U.S, 1923, Vol, I p. VIII,
3. Ibid, p. IX,
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to negotiate and discuss all outstanding questions bat^veen
the two governments "on (the) assumption that (the) prinoi-
1 2
pie (of) reciprocity (will be) recognized,"
Again the Soviet hope for equality was short-
lived, In cold, unfriendly terms. Secretary Hughes informec
the Soviet Government that since "the American Government
has not incurred liabilities to Russia or repudiated ob-
ligations" a request for the discussion of claims on the
principle of reciprocity was unnecessary, and if the Soviet
authorities cared to restore the confiscated property, and
assume the obligations owed to American citizens, they could
3
{so do. Hence, "there would seem to be at this time no
reason for negotiations,"
On the domestic politiccl front the question of
jrecognition came to the fore. In February 1920, Senator
France introduced a resolution authorizing the President
to instruct the Department of State to communicate with
the Soviet government and express the American desire to
I
I
1, Parenthetical insertions are the present author’s,
2. Foreign Relations U, S, 1923, Vol, II p, 787,
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enter into friendly relations.
In order to lay at rest a rumor that the Re-
publican Party would alter its Russian policy if success-
ful in the ensuing presidential elections President Gool-
idge enumerated the three conditions that Soviet Russia
would have to meet before recognition could be entertained
by the United States; namely, the recognition of Russian
obligations to America; the restoration and indemnification
of Americans who have suffered property losses and the
2
cessation of propaganda.
As champion of the forces in favor of recogni-
tion, Senator Borah, on May 15, 1922 proposed a resolution
’’That the Senate of the United States favors recognition of
3
the present Soviet government of Russia.” Ha argued that
the problem of communism was a domestic affair, that.
1. C ong . Record , 66 Cong. Vol. 59, 3rd sess. pt. 4 p. 3554,
Senator France later denied that he intended open
recognition of the Soviet government. January 22, 1921
Cong, Record , Vol. 60, 3rd seas., pt. 2 pp, 1861, 1864.
2. Moyer, G, S., ”A tt Itude of United States Toward s the
Recognition of Soviet Union^ri^26 ) pp. 127, 128.
3. G ong . Record, 67 Cong. 2nd sess., Vol. 62, pt. 7
p, 1^45^.
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”So far, therefore, as the government
from an internal standpoint is oonoerned,
outside of the relationship whioh it might
have with the governments of the earth in
its foreign affairs, it is not the slight-
est concern of the people of the United
States, or to the Government of the United
States what kind of a government it is.” 1
This analysis found favor with Professor Jerome
Davis, who pointed out further, that the United States in
its infancy had acted along lines hardly distinguishable
2
from the Soviet authorities.
On July 19, 1923, Mr. Hughes formally abandoned
the doctrine of constitutional legitimacy by declaring;
”We are not concerned with the ques-
tion of the legitimacy of a government
as judged by former European standards.
We recc^nize the right of revolution
and we do not attempt to determine the
internal concerns of other states,”
At the same time, he asserted that the principal
obstacles lying in the way of the restoration of Russo-
American relations were the ’’repudiation of the obligations
inherent in international intercourse,” the lack of as-
surances that our citizenry would be exempt from ’’arbitrary
detentions,” the failure of the Soviet regime to abandon
its ’’policy of confiscation” and to give up its purpose ”of
Pong, Record 67 Cong. 2nd sess. Vol, 64 pt, 4 p, 4185,
2. Davis, Jerome, ’’ Should America Recognize Russia ?”
Annals of Am, Acad, Yoll 114 pp, 76-79.
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destroying existing governments wherever they oan do so
throughout the world,*’ While this spirit of destruction
remained unaltered, economic considerations could not he
allowed to determine the question of recognition. Before
recognition could he considered, evidence would have to he
forthcoming of the desire of the Russian authorities to
’’observe the fundamental conditions of international inter-
course” and to abandon their ’’persistent efforts to sub-




1, Foreign Relations U, S, 1923, Vol. II pp. 760-764.
Of the four outstanding issues mentioned by Hughes,
three figured prominently in the Soviet-American
settlement of November 16, 1933, Hughes* pronounce-
ment marked the beginning of a realization that the
basic issues dividing the two countries were legal and
e'conornic rather than moral.
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By 1925 the policy of the United States in regard
to Russia had so crystallized that perfunctory stereotypes
of the pronouncements of Sec re tar 7/ Hughes became exposi-
tions of the attitude of the American government.
In April of that year it was disclosed that the
problem of recognizing Russia had been the subject of
j
several conferences bot'.7een President Goolidge and Secre-
j
tary Kellogg. As a results reports became rampant that a
situation was fast developing that might result in recog-
nition. Kellogg was adamant, however, and announced his
views to be in accord with ex-Secretary Hughes —
"that the recognition of Russia would
be withheld until the Soviet authorities
conducted their affairs in accordance
with the principles and practice of other
nations," 1
I
Nevertheless, inquiries from American diplomats became so
pronounced that Secretary Kellogg was obliged to send as-
2
surances abroad that there was no thought of recognition.
1, New York Times , April 21, 1925.
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The chief of the Division of Western European
Affairs, William R. Castle, Jr., in a speech delivered be-
fore the Institute of Politics, declared that President
Coolidge was against recognition because he (the President)
believed that the "Soviet Government and the Third Inter-




By 1928 it was becoming increasingly inconvenient
for the Department of State to convince itself that, as
far as the United States of America was concerned, the
regime in Russia had no claim to consanguinity in the
Family of Nations, The Soviets, in order to preserve their
future rights, yet realizing that any attempt to deliver a
note through regular diplomatic channels would meet with a
polite but incisive declinature, sent a protest by tele-
2
gram direct to the Department of State, The occasion
giving rise to such protest was the payment by the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company to Serge Ughet, the American agent
representing the Provisional Government, for losses
1. Williams College, "Institute of Politics", 5th session
1925.
2, New York Times , February 12, 1928,
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1
sustained "by Russia in the Black Tom explosion.
Secretary Kellogg pointed out, in a statement
prepared for th.e Republican National Committee, that,
1, Mew York Times , February 12, 1928. Suit was brought
for loss of explosives and ammunition in transit from
the United States to Russia and while still in the
possession of the Railroad company as carrier in its
freight yards at Jersey City, New Jersey, The loss was
due to explosion and conflagration resulting from a
fire, incendiary in origin, on July 30th or 31st, 1916,
The action was instituted by the Imperial Russian Gov-
ernment on the grounds that the railroad had failed to
maintain a locomotive at the Black Tom Terminals in
contravention of the regulations which provided that in
case of fire, to protect cars marked by placards "in-
flammable," they could be quickly isolated.
After the deposition of the Czarist government in
Russia, action was allowed to be continued in the name
of the State of Russia, Upon the motion by the rail-
road company to dismiss the action on the ground that
there was in existence no Russian government, Bakhmet-
eff produced certificates from the Secretary of State,
showing that he was still recognized as Russian Ambas-
sador, In accepting the certificate as proof of Bakh-
meteff being a proper party to the suit. Judge I.Iayer
stated "that this court is bound by the recognition of
the political branch of its own government, and can ?nd
should look no further, is a proposition so well
settled in comm.on sense and in the necessities of
orderly procedure that further discussion is unneces-
sary," (Russian Government v. Lehigh Valley Rail-
road Company (1919) 293 Fed, 133,)
After a series of appeals, the federal courts in
1927 found for the Provisional government that the
state of Russia, as a plaintilf, may continue the pro-
secution through the agency vested in Mr. Ughet,
(Lehigh Valley RR Co, v. Stats of Russia 21 Fed, (2nd)
396, ) Certiorari by the United States Supreme Court
was denied, (275 U.S, 571 48 Sup, Ct, 159 (1927) ).
The railroad paid the award to Ughet,
See Append ix V for example of certification; and
chapter on ''Judicial Notice of the Soviet Union."
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’’the Government of the United States
has maintained the position that it would
he both futile and unwise to enter into
relations with the Soviet Government as
long as the Bolshevik leaders persist in
aims and practices in the field of inter-
national relations which preclude the
possibility of establishing relations on
the basis of established principles gov-
erning intercourse between nations,” 1
Because Secretary Kellogg's note to the National-
ist Government of China granting China the right of tariff
autonomy was admitted by him to amount to recognition^ it
was argued by the sponsors for Soviet recognition, that the
Soviet, being a signatory of the Kellogg Peace Pact, was
2
thus recognized by implication, John Bassett Moore was
K t* f\ S\ #V 4\ Vk #C /C 4*
1, New York Times , Anril 15, 1928,
2 ^ I'^ew York Times , November .-20, 1228,
' But the courts of the United States did not take judi-
cial notice of the Republic of China as an entity
recognized by the United States until an engagement
by both c ountr ie s had been entered into, (Republic of
China v. Merchants' Fire Insurance Corp, of New York
30 Fed. (2nd) 278)
The decision is therefore in conformity with
recognized authorities in that "Recognition is not
necessarily expressed; it may be implied, as when a
stats enters into negotiations with a new state
forms with it conventional relations,”
(Moore's Dig, Int. Law sec, 27 p. 73)

an adharont of this view. In an address before the sao-
oiation of the Bar of the City of New York he stated that
the non-reoognition policy of the United States toward
Soviet Russia was in conflict with our assent to the Mos-
cow Government’s signature of the Kellogg Pact — by per-
mitting the Soviet Government to sign that pact, he argued
we extended recognition to that government,
’*We entered into an international
agreement commonly called the Kellogg Pact,
to which the Soviet Government, upon the
solicitation of one of our co-signers,
had, with our full knowledge and acquies-
cence, been permitted to adhere. By this
act we necessarily recognized the Soviet
Government, for the hornbooks — the very
primers of kindergartens of international
law and diplomacy — . teach that recogni-
tion may be implied as well as expressed,
and one of the stock examples of implied
recognition is the entrance into conven-
tional relations," 1
This speech was delivered in December, 1930,
Just two years previously, that is, in December,
1928 Secretary Kellogg, during the hearings before the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on the General Pact
for the Renunciation of l¥ar, in answer to a query as to
the effect on American policy of Russian adherence as a
signatory to the Pact, stated that.
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’*The adhering to a multilateral
treaty that has been agreed to by other
people is never a recognition of the
country,” 1
But if this was the view of the Department of
State, than why, in 1926, did the United States, at the
International Sanitary Convention in Paris, take precau-
tions to become a party to that agreement only on condition
that such signing implied neither recognition nor contrac-
tual obligation towards any other
"signatory or adhering power when
when that regime or entity is not re-
cognized by the United States as the
Government of that Power 2
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was of course a
3
party to this multilateral treaty -- a type of treaty.
1,
’’ Hearings Before the Committee on Foreign Rela tions of
the United States Senate on the General Pact for the
Renunciation of '7ar . ” 70th Congress, 2nd sess. Part 1,
Printed as a separate document by the Government Print-
ing Office, 1928, #25375, p, 25.
2, ’’Convention between the United States of ^ meric a and
Other Powers Revising the International Sanitary
Convention of January 17 , 1912 .” Treaty Series #762,
1928, pp. 131, 132.
3, Convention , op, cit, p. 69. See: Hudson, Manley 0,
’’ Recognition and Multipartite Treaties
,
” (1929)
23 Am. J, Int, Law p, 126,

the adherence to which# in Secretary Kellogg^ s opinion
could not he construed as recognition of co-signatories.
This convention had bean entered into before Secretary
Kellogg had aired his views at the hearing before the Com-
mittee of Foreign Relations of the Senate in 1928, When
asked at the hearing if it would not be advisable to in-
clude a statement in the Peace Pact to the effect that
adherence to the Pact did not imply recognition by the
1
United States he replied in the negative, in full conform-
ity with his view that such adherence did not imply recog-
nition anyway.
Yet, two and one-half years later, in July, 1931
we find that the
"Plenipotentiaries of the United States
of America formally declare that the sign-
ing of the Convention for Limiting the
Manufacture and Regulating the Distribu-
tion of Narcotic Drugs by them on this
date (July 16, 1931) is not to be con-
strued to mean that the Government of
the United States of America recognizes
a regime or entity which signs or ac-
cedes to the Conventipn as the Government
of a country when that regime or entity
is not recognized by the Government of
the United States of America as the gov-
ernment of that country," 2
In addition.
"The Plenipotentiaries of the United
1, Hearings on the Pact for Renunciation of War, op. cit.
p, 25.
2, Record s of the Conference for the Limitation of the Man
fracture of ilarcotio Druns. C-eneval 1931. League of Tfa^
Sl^n^n.C. SnQM.P14. 1951. XT. PI
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States or America further declare
that the participation of the United
States of America in the Convention
for Limiting the Manufacture and Re-
gulating the Distribution of Narcotic
Drugs, signed on this date (July 16,
1931) does not involve any contractual
obligation on the part of the United
States of America to a country repre-
sented by a regime or entity which the
Government of the United States of
America does not recognize as the Gov-
ernment of that country until such
country ha. s a Government recognized
by the Government of the United States
of America." 1
Of course, the treaty for the Limitation of Narcotics was
entered into after Secretary Kellogg had relinquished his
2
post to Henry L, Stimpson, but this change in personnel,
of one Republican for another, should not have resulted
in such vicissitudes of Department of State policy,
Russia was a party to all three treaties, in both
the Narcotics Control and the Sanitation treaties, one
entered into before and the other after the Kellogg Pact,
the United States took precautions not to be inveigled into
recognition. Yet as regards the Kellogg Pact, its propo-
nent stated that no such precautions were necessary. Can
the reason for Secretary Kellogg’s statement be the fact
1, Records of the Conference, League of Nations, op, cit,
Tei:
2, vYhit e ’ s Conspec tus of American Biography, 1937, p, 5,
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that it wa3 too lato for precautions at the time the de-
sirahility of such precautions was brought to his attention
1
at the hearing, since Russia had already signed the treaty
by the time the Senate got around to holding its hearing-^
Early in February, 1929 Professor W. D. Houghton
noted that the policy of the United States towards Russia
had changed not a whit since Secretary Hughes had para-
phrased President Goolidge’s initial message to Congress in
2
1923 in regard to Russian recognition and stated that the









Hearings on the Pact for Renunciation of V/ar , op, c it.
p. 25,
Houghton, N, D, , ’’ Policy of the Unit ed States and other
countries wi th respect to the rec ognition of the Rus-
sian Soviet Government , 1917-1929' , in '^International
Counc illation". No, 247, February, 1929,
From Secretary Hughes’ Note to Commissar Ghicherin,
Foreign Relation s U, S, 1923, Vol. II p, 787, See;
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JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE SOVIET UIJION
’
”lt is a serious matter when the executive uses recog-
nition as a bludgeon in the contests of diplomacy^ but the
situation may become doubly serious if courts feel con-
strained thereby to ignore what is goir^g on abroad in a
rather intricately integrated world.” 1
It devolved upon the judiciary to effect a modus
viviendi in order to protect the threatened interests of
American citizens.
In a case involving a writ of replevin brought
by the national bank of France against two American banks
for gold shipped by Russia to these banks for credit to its
accounts it was held by Judge Goddards of the Federal bench
second circuit, that the existence of the Soviet Govern-
ment could bo recognized by the courts of this country,
whore the interests of American nationals are affected,
despite the lack of political recognition by the Federal
Government.
’’That there is an existing government
in Russia, sovereign within its own ter-
ritory, cannot be and is not entirely
ignored even by our own country, although
it has not recognized such government.
1, Dickinson, Edwin D. , ’’The Unrecogniz ad Government of
State in English and Araeric^ Law," ?,!icViigan Law' Rev^iew
7ni .~T{f> p,
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’’Justioa requires that effect should ha
given in our oourtsj even through we do not
recognize the Russian Governments to those
acts in Russia upon which the rights of our
citizens depends provided that in so doings
our judicial department does not encroach
upon or interfere with the political effect
of the government.” 1
Here then was a form of recognition neither do facto nor
de jures but judicial recognition of an entity.
The Court of Appeals of Hew Yorks in 1933s went
even further. Here the court held as a valid act the con-
veyance of land grants by the Soviet governments giving
r
judicial cognizance to such transfer of title as the act of
a government in fact. The facts of the case are incorpor-
ated in the opinion which reads in part thats
”The Soviet governments by a national-
istic decrees confiscated all oil lands in
Russia and sold oil extracted therefrom to
the defendants. The former owners of the
propertys Russian Nationals join in an
equitable action for an accountings on the
grounds that the confiscatory decrees of
the unrecognized Soviet Government and the
seizure of oil lands thereunder have no
other effect in law on the rights of the
parties than seizure by bandits.
”The question is as to the effect on
the title of a purchaser from the unrec-
ognized confiscating Soviet Russian Gov-
ernment. Does title passs or is the Soviet
Government no bettor than a thief s stealing
the property of its nationals and giving
Banque De France y. Equitable Trust of Nev/ York ; Banque
De ?ranc
e
y. Ghase Ra tional B ank of tho City of New
York 33 Fed. Rep. T^nd series^ 1929s p. 2^2,
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them only a robbor’s title to stolen
property?
"The United States Government recog-
nizes that the Soviet Government has func-
tioned as a do facto or quasi government
since 1917, ruling within its borders. It
has recognized its existence as a fact, al-
though it has refused diplomatic recogni-
tion, as one might refuse to recognize an
objectionable relative, although one cannot
deny his actual existence. As a juristic
concept, what is Soviet Russia? A band of
robbers or a government? We all know it
is a government. The State Department
knows it, the courts, the nations and the
man on the street knows it. If* it is a
government in fact, its decrees have force
vVithin its borders and over its nationals." 1
The judiciary had found that the political policy of non-
recognition was threatening the rights of American national
But such had not always bean the attitude of the
courts. On the contrary, throughout the ‘twenties the
judiciary clung tenaciously to the indirect directives of
3.
the Department of State certifications of propriety in the
2
representatives of the Provisional Government,
In 1921, the Soviet Government brought action to
compel a Mr. Cibrario to account for funds which he al-
legedly had embazzlad. The court held that since the
Soviet Government was unrecognized, it had no legal status
1. Salimoff & Co^ v. Standard Oil Go. 1933, 262 N.Y, 22o,
2. Kallis, M, A., "'Legal Effects of Non Recognition of
Russia " Va, Law Rev. (Nov. 1933) Vol. 20.
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1and h8nc 0 could not bring suits in the American courts.
2
As in previous cases the defendant was allov/ad to put in
evidence documentary certification from the Department of
Stats that the plaintiff was not recognized as a de jure
3
government. The case presented particular difficulty as
the Soviet Union was seeking to recover property which had
been entrusted to the defendant while under American juris-
diction, Hera the Soviet Governments recognized or not,
had parted with its property under the protection of the
law of the realm. It was for act performed by itself, not
by an earlier Russian Government, as in the other cases,
for which it sought protection. Yet the court found that
the property belonged to Russia as distinguished from the
Soviet Government; consequently, an accounting could be
properly demanded only by a recognized representative of
Rus si a.
The r sduotio ad absurd am occurred when the same
court ruled that the Soviet Government might be made the
object of suits in the American courts, even though it pos-
sessed no rights to bring suits itself. In allowing the
1, Rus si an Soc ialist Federated Sovie t Gov ernment y,
Cibrario et al, 191 N,Y. Supp. 543 ; 235 N.Y. 255,
2, Agency of American Gar & Foundry Co, v, American Gan
Go, 258 Fed. 313, and ^The RogdalT" 278 Fad. 294,
3, See: Appendix IV for example of certification* p, 70,
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Soviet Government to be sued as a foreign corporation, the
court bald that the usual immunities of a sovereign state
flowed from comity rather than from law and so did not
prevent suit against an unrecognized foreign government.
Said the court;
'*It is a matter of common knov/ledge
that the defendant, though not recognized
bv the government of the United States,
is de faeto, at least, the existing gov-
ernment of Russia Jr -‘'f. But, being
unrecognized and unacknowledged, it is
not entitled to the immunities accorded
to recognized governments, * *«• Like
a foreign corporation which has failed
to comply with the requirements of the
General Corporation Law and the Tax Law,
it cannot sue in our courts, but may
be sued,” 1
The decisiorx seems to have neglected the fact
that with the theory follov^rad by the court in the Cibrario
case, the property in que stion belonged not to the Soviet
Government, but rather to Russia, which by the same theory
2
Was not represented at all,
,
Upon appeal, the question certified to the
upper court was as follows;
1, Wulf sohn at al, v, Russian Socialist Federated Soviet
Republic 195 N, Y. Supp, 472,
2. /right, Quincy, ” Suits Brought by Foreign States With
Unrecognized Governments^’ Am. J. Int, Law ( 1923V
Vol. 17 p. 745.
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*’Gan the defendants whioh has not
been recognized as a sovereign state
by the United States goveimraent be
sued in the courts of this state?" 1
2
The question was answered ^n the negative. In
overruling the former decisions the court held that no
foreign governments sovereign and independent in fact,
whether recognized or not, could be sued in the courts of
3
the United States, This decision was finally concurred
in by the Supreme Oourt when it dismissed a plea for a
4
writ of error.
These legal disabilities sought to be attached
to the Soviet Union as a consequence of non-recognition,
met with still less success in prejudicing the rights of
individuals. Those persons having deposits in a bank in
Russia, the agent of a bank in New York, wore unaffected
by the fact that the bank at which the deposit had been
made was nationalized by the Soviet government. The court
ruling that such nationalization decrees were unrecognized
by the United States because they emanated from an un-
5
recognized power.
1. 196 N, y, Supp. 959.
2. 234 N. Y. 372.
3. Tbid .
4. 266 U. S. 580.
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So also in the case of a Russian national whom
the court allowed to sue upon an insurance policy issued hy
a New York company in Russia in 1901, An amendment to the
Now York Practice Act which provided in effect for a stay o
action in such suit,
"Until the expiration of thirty days
next following the recognition de jure of
a government of Russia by the government
of the United States"
1
was held unconstitutional.
Nor could the disability of the Soviet Union be
imputed to its nationals. The Ohio court specifically
overruled any objections to a suit being brought by a citi-
zen of Russia on the grounds that such plaintiffs could not
bring suit because they were citizens of an unrecognized
2
state.
In two cases involving deportation proceedings of
alien Russian subjects, the court held that owing to non-
recognition there was no official ch9.nnal through which
3
deportation could take place.
4
But by 1929, as has been noted above, the Courts
decided that justice required that effect be given those
1, Sliosberg v, N, Y , Life Ins, Co, 244 N,Y, 482,
2, Falkof
f
V, Sugarman 26 Ohio N, P, (N,S, ) 81,
3, Petition of Brooks 5 Fed, (2nd^ 236; and, Pesteref
f
7 Alaska 644,
4, Supra pp, 42-44.
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acts upon which the rights oi' American citizens depended.
The suit brought by the State of Russia against the Le-
high Valley Railroad for losses sustained in the Black Tom
1
explosion has bean discussed elsewhere.
1, Supra p, 35 footnote 1
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THE ESTABLISIMEIW OF NORmL RELATIONS
In a poll to datormine the attitute of tha Prasi-
dential oandidatas of 1932 towards tha recognition of Russij»
ti.vo of tha oandidatas, tha Socialist Norman Thomas and the
Communist V/illiam Z. Fostar declared thamsalvas in favor of
recognition. Harbart Hoovar declined to reply and Franklin
Dalano Roosevelt wrote,
”l am sorry to say that I cannot comply
with your request to give you a definite
statement as to ray attitude toward the recog-
nition of Russia, •«- ^ I can only assure
you that if I should be elected I would
make it a point to inform myself as to the
different angles of tha question and to
reach the best decision within my power.” 1
One year later. President Roosevelt redeemed his pledge by
considering a complete memorandum on the question of recog-
2
niti on.
Six months previous to this, while tha Disarma-
ment Conference was taking place at Genova and preparations
for the World Monetary and Economic Conference to be hold
in Juno of 1933 at London were in progress. President Roose-
velt in an appeal addressed to tha fifty-four nations
1, New York Times , October 6, 1932,
2. New York Times, October 7, 1933,
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participating in these conferences^ called for peace to be
ensured by a cut in arms production and a pact of non-
aggression. The Soviet Government v/as represented by a
delegation at the Geneva Disarmament Conference and was
expected to participate in the London Economic Conference.
Accordingly, Mikhail Kalinin, President of the All Union
Central Executive Committee, Moscov;, Russia, was included
1
in the list of addressees. President Kalinin, in replying
to President Roosevelt^s proposal, called attention to the
efforts of the Soviet Union to preserve peace and the ac-
2
ceptability of Roosevelt's message to the Russian people.
This marked the first time in history that the President of
the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics and the Presi-
dent of the United States of America had ever communicated
with each other. But in neither message was mention mads
*>c7vvrvr w vv /C ^
1. Department of State, Press Releases , May 20, 1933
Weekly Issue No. 190, Publication No. 462 p. 351.
This v/as the second direct official c oimunication be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Government. On
March 11, 1918, the American Consul General in Moscow
handed to one of the delegates at the All-Russian
Congress of Soviets, a note from President Wilson ad-
dressing the Russian people in an appeal not to make
peace with Germany.
2, Department of State, Pre s s Releases , Ibid , p. 359.
President VJilson's massage was directed to the Russian
people through the All-Russian Congress of Soviets,
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was not estab-
lished until December 30, 1922,
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nor implied alluding to the establishment of normal dip-
lomatic relations.
On October 10, 1933 the President of the United
States addressed the President of the All Union Central
Executive Committee and referred to the "abnormal rela-
tions" existing between the two governments. President
Roosevelt further stated that "the difficulties that have
created this anomalous situation are serious, but not, in
my opinion, insoluablo." In addition, Mr. Roosevelt in-
dicated that ho would personally conduct discussions with
a Soviet representative, "to explore with me personally all
questions outstanding between the two nations" if the Sovie
1
cared to partake of such a discussion.
One week later President Kalinin gladly accepted
the proposal and designated M. M. Litvinov, People’s
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, to represent the Soviet in
2
Washington, Mr. Litvinov arrived in Washington on Novera-
3
ber 7, 1933. Discussions of a general nature were engaged
4
in on the following day, a postponement of the talks
5
scheduled for the ninth lost its brusqueness after
1, Department of State, Press Releases, Oct. 21, 1933
Weekly Issue No, 212 Publication IIo. 517 p, 226,
2, Ibid. D. 227.
3, Department of State, Eastern European Series No, 2 p, 3
Reprint of radio address by Vi/alton Moore,
4, Department of State, Press Releases, Nov. 11, 1933
Weekly Issue No, 215 Publication Ho, 522 p. 22,
5, Idem,
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Litvinov conferred with, the President for three hours on
1
• the tenth# the President summoned Litvinov to a night
2
parley on the twelfth# and on November 16# 1933 President
Roosevelt addressed a note to Ivir. Litvinov informing him
that as a result of their conversations# the United States
had decided to establish normal diplomatic relations with
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
o
and to exchange Ambassadors.
Neither in the discussions betiveen President
Roosevelt and Mr, Litvinov nor in any of the subsequent
4
correspondence comprising promises of future collaboration#
5
the pledges regarding propaganda# the guarantees of re-
6
ligious freedom# the stipulations regarding legal nrotec-
7
tion of nationals and of the waiver and extinction of
Russian claims created by virtue of the Soviet Government
8
falling heir to the rights of prior Governments of Russia
or of claims for damages arising out of the activities of
“i **VTvr c^r c "K* VT ^VT c
1, Departmient of State# Pres s Releases # Nov. 11# 1933
Weekly Issue No, 215 Publication No. 522 p, 263,
2* New York Times # November 13# 1933,
3, Department of State# Eastern European Series No. 1 p, 4
4. Idem,
^bid. pp, 5# 6# 7.
6. Ibid, pp, 7# 8# 9# 10,
7. Ibid, pp, 11# 12,
8, Ibid, pp, 13# 14,
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of the United States military forces in Siberia botv/een
1
1918 and 1921, was any mention of recognition made.
But Professor Graham, of the University of
California at Los Angeles, was apparently not aware of all
the facts when he wrote, citing the New York Herald Tribune
for November 18, 1933, that,
’’The only mention of recognition in any
of the collateral documents occurs in a
note from Acting Secretary of State Phillips
to Serge ^ghot, the residuary legatee of
the Kenansky regime, referring, under date
of November 16 to ’the recognition of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics by
the Government of the United States, ’ but
without specifying when the recognition
took place,” 2
At least four documents referred specifically to
the ’’recognition of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
by the Government of the United States,” All were under
date of November 17, 1933 and signed, as was the above-
referred to note to Mr, Ughet mentioning recognition of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, by Acting Secretary of
State, William Phillips,
Three of the notes were identical, reading as
follows
;
1, Eastern European Series , op, cit. No, 1 p, 15,
2, Graham, Ivlalbone Watson, Jr., ’’Russ ian American
Relations ”, Am, Pol. Sci, Rev., June 1934, Vol. 78
p, 404 footnote 46,
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”ln view of the recognition of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics by
the Government of the United States, you
are informed that the exequatur issued
on — , recognizing you as
of Russia at -— ,
is revoked, effective as of November 16,
1933, and that consequently your status
as Russian is considered termina-
ted as of that date,"
These revocations were addressed to LIr, Joseph
A. Conry, Russian Consul at Boston, Massachusetts, as of
1
September 20, 1912; Mr. Antoine Volkoff, Russian Consul
2
General at Chicago, Illinois, as of June 24, 1914; and to
Mr. Nikolai Bogoyavlensky, Russian Consul General at
3
Seattle, Washington, as of May 26, 1915,
The foui’th document was in the form of 'Circular
Instructions to All American Diplomatic Missions', It read
in part
:
"in view of the recognition thus ac-
corded by the Government of the United
States to the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, you should enter into cordial
official and social relations with your
Soviet colleague in accordance with the
established practice of the post at which
you are stationed," 4
1, Eastern European Series, op, cit. No, 1 p, 17
2, Ibid, p. 18.
3, Idem,
4, Ibid, p. 19,
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The most patent argument against recognition
was th.e fear that the Russian consulates established in the
United States v;ould become the focal points from which a
barrage of subversive postulates would emanate. It was
common knowledge that the Soviet Union was a member of the
Third International. Diplomatic recognition, it was ar-
gued, would merely facilitate the dissemination of the
1
virulent doctrines of Marx and Lenin, Hamilton Fish, Jr.,
a member of Congress from New York, pointed out that there
v/ero about a dozen daily newspapers of Communist mien in
the United States, Still, he favored recognition if Russia
would guarantee not to use her embassy and consulates to
spread propaganda. But the divorce of the Soviet govern-




Here was something new in the annals of a policy
of recognition. Despite the fact that never in the history
of the United States had a question of recognition resolved
itself into the sanctification of the pr opagandis tic creeds
or political connections of the now state, yet, the asso-
ciation of the Soviet Union to the Comintern was taken as
vr'ic VC Vi*
1, Reed, Senator David A,, Speech before Pennsylvania
Daughters of the American Revolution, "The United State
and the Soviet Union,” The American Foundation, Com-
mittee on Russian American Relations, 1933, p. 132,
2, Fish, Hamilton, Jr,, ”The Menace of Communism,” Annals
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such a disability as to preclude her from recognition as a
member in the family of nations.
From the literature of the Communist Party of
America as well as the reports of the Congresses of the
Communist International, the relation of Russia with the
Third International was indisputable. Those persons at
the head of the Soviet State, have since its incipiency
been members of the Russian Communist party — a party
comprising a s action of the Third International, Moreover,
many of these Soviet leaders ware not only members of the
Russian Communist Party, but holders of office also in the
Third International, For example, Rykov, who was in 1929
President of the Council of People’s Commissars of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, was at the same time
a member of the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter-
national, So also, Stalin, the Secretary General of the
Russian Communist Party (amongst other things) held simul-
taneous membership in the Communist International,
Soviet Russia, of course, disclaimed any iden-
tity between herself and the Comintern, admitting only
membership in an international organization, for the Com-
munist Party of Russia and not for the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics. That the hegemony of the organiza-
tion of the Comintern was in the hands of Soviet nationals,
could not ascribe responsibility of the former to the
VG
B 33 aolWriBoos-t ffio-a 'Xijri scjjloetq otf ais' vtfiXMssib s dour
•.8cio2d‘/^ri t.o "^Xx. ^1 Grf d' al
lo ^jBlnsja <o0 ofld Xo ©'it'dn'lecfxl cxfd ;Xc>'X’'i
erld ’to ecaEongnoO ©xld Xg ad'ioqGi arid sn I lev; e£ ^oI’ieinA
©rid rfdxv/ sXEau^. lo xio i:d.;:^Iei ©nd tXc-xiQxd^n^iednl dBxnur.xioO
d£ axioa*£eq oaorfT ’.©IXadi/qexbxfx Egv/ Ii?noxd grrxGdriI br:ixil‘
^c.a.©xqi:on:I- sdx seni? ev/oxf tedcdS dcirvoS ©xTd bissxl ej#
Yd ‘Icq ff -- dsxniFrinoO n,aXp3i/K add lo a'lccJiaem need"
lavofc'toM ,XanoXdx>cnc::-nI b^ixriT edd lo noxdoe a a sn dBX'xqxioo
eiTd lo 8*ioXm6M ^orr e'x©-/;, eieboel dedvoa as add lo Yn'?fn
Oiid nx geIxj ©r-xllo lo a'iabXan dx/cf tyd'iaS; dEXHi/hintio'} noxasuH
<3961 fix 3.'3V/ oa'’.' tVo^fyH ^eXqxT-jjce ’lo'? .Xfiff oxd ari'xednl b^iI:.?T
©ifd lo exx83.t;ifnoC 3?afqoel lo XxonxoO aifd lo dnebieei:'!
amid oxr;a arid do 2 .q' tSOiXcfuqsH dalijaxcoa doXvoS lo noxnU
xeixfl dcinur'moO e,rfd lo ©ediXiimoO ©vxdaoarX' arid lo “iaolxe.ti a
orfi lo Xxif-neX) Y'-Cs^&noea ©xfd trlXisda .oaXa o3 .iBaoxtBii
-Imjie bXaxi r^gnlrld 'Xerido desnonua) dsln^/.ffiioX xisxsaiJii
.Xsr.o Xdari’iadaX dPxXtJXTjvtoO sifd iiX qXxfa'iodin&m ex/ocnad
—noox beniXEj. oeX b ^©E"^ijL/or< lo nPlaonX deXvoS
YXfto snX'-' I'frib/3 nniodniixior' erfd bna IXoaiarf ne&wd&cT ydxd
-xoO add 'xol
.noxd.^sX n^a-J o X-.GnoXd.pn'X© dax na rrx q.cda'xadxnaci
da.cvoS lo nolxrU exfd ‘xol dorr bna oxbpijR lo rdioH daxrxjx-.x
~ssxrr:3<xo ©rid lo Ync/nesexf arid daxIT . © oXXcfxmefi dolXaiooe
i3Xflnoxdi3xi deiv-oC; lo Ebncri oxfd xxi saw rrxedxxxfrtoC arid la noid
Y^iXXrriBfioqee'i' oXliosa don bX/xoo
/'
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Soviet Govemment, The oommittea on Rus sion-Amerlcan Re-
lations of the American Foundation aooepted this distinc-
tion, pointing out, that,
”w0 have not found any avidanca tha.t
tho Third International racaived finan-
cial aid of any kind from the Soviet
government. The all-Union Communist
Party pays duos to the Third Interna-
tional, as do all tho other parties
that belong to it, but there is no
evidence that the financial relation
does not and there." 1
In his report on the foreign policy to the Soviet
Government in December, 1928, Mr, Litvinov emphatically
enunciated that the Soviet government adhered strictly and
absolutely to its policy of non-interference in the inter-
nal affairs of other nations.
"Non-interference in the interal af-
fairs of other States has not only been
'
proclaimed by us, but lias been proved by
the example of our relations with Germany,
Italy and other states, which never had
cause to complain that v/e ha-d violated
this principle. Vi/hoever speaks of our
interference or propaganda merely creates
artificial obstacles, or makes use of
them in order to justify their hostility
to the Soviet Union." 2
The A.merlcan Foundation’s Committee (supra)
recognized the subtle distinction between the Soviet Union
and the Comintern. Apparent ly both organizations were not
1. American Foundation, Committee on Russian American
Relations, op. cl t. , p. 138.
2. liicheles, Vera A., "The United States and Russia".
Foreign Policy Association Information Service.
Ffthruary 20
. 1929 4; No. 25.
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the ’’right and left hand of the seme organism,”
the Amarioan Foundation’s Committee,
’’The closeness of the connection (he'
tween Russia and the Comintern) must
not induce us to confuse the facts,
that the Comintern’s main purpose is
to bring about world revolution, and
that the Soviet Government’s main pur-
pose is to govern the Soviet state
2
Nevertheless, confronted with an animated public
opinion, it was obvious that the United States could not
entertain relations with any government known to have cor-
dial relations with the Comintern. The problem of propa-
ganda would have to be settled by definite assurances on
the part of the Soviet Union in order to assuage the op-
ponents of recognition in the United States,
Russia was prepared to make concessions. Her
guarantees against the fostering of propagandistic activi-
ty in the United States were so broad as to embrace every
aspect of possible propagandizing endeavor.
Specifically, tlr, Litvinov informed the R?esi-
3ent that.
L. Supra p, 34,
2, Report of the Committee on Russian Americisin Relations,
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.cLoXeBija no esXdXmr-nn ’ / . «-
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^©SJXJHinoO ©rfX io XioaoTT r3CI
.qq v£^J: ^ ./ioXX,^fo.cfi;oa aeoIzcmX esIT
’ Goincidont with, the aatahlishment
of diplome.tiG relations between our two
Governments it will be the fixed polioy
of the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republios:
1, To respect scrupulously the indis-
putable right of the United States to
order its ov/n life within its own juris-
diction in its own way and to refrain from
interfering in any manner in the internal
affairs of the United States# its terri-
tories or possessions.
2, To refrain and to restrain all per-
sons in government service and all organi-
zations of the Government or under its
direct or indirect control# including or-
ganizations in receipt of any financial
assistance from it# from any act overt
or covert liable in any way whatsoever to
injure the tranquility# prosperity# order#
or security/ of the whole or any part of
the United States# its territories or pos-
sessions# and, in particular# from any act
tending' to incite or encourage armed in-
tervention# or any agitation or propaganda
having as an aim# the violation of the
territorial integrity of the United States#
its territories or possessions# or the
bringing about by force of a change in the
political or social order of the v/hole or
any part of the United States# its terri-
tories or possessions,
3, Not to permit the formation or resi-
dence on its territory of any organization
or group — and to prevent the activity on
its territory of any organization or group#
or of representatives or officials of any
organization or group — which makes claims
to be the Government of# or makes attempt
upon the territorial integrity of the United
States# its territories or possessions; not
to form# subsidize# support or permit on its
territory military organizations or groups
having the aim of armed struggle against the
d-neinxfei:.' dso 3S erfct .dd-Jirr bl- onioc.
ov/j ijuo ne&V'CtsrJ Bnoi oicfxyiioXqxb lo
X'oiXoQ bexH exfd ecT XIXv d-j nsnime -roO
d’drvoS lo noxriU o/id io. 1 c<eifn.ma voO eiil lo
*. Foi:XcfL.'qoH IoXXp.xooo
-yibni: ©rid- v rc;jjoX*;qx''ioe looqooi o1 ,I
od 3ed..!d3 bcdliiid:' oxld lo dxi'e'.X'i elcTfidtjq
fi^io a:'! .'TlxlL^tw -elxX riv/o sdl ‘it brio
tno’i'l uxp'i?’©! od 5rxo noxdoxb
X-oniecTiii s.rfd:'rix lefi/iaiu *\rxjjs rr.l ;3£tX‘Xt;liod''tX
-I.'i’ied’ odX tPod^jS bodliiU ©rfd lo exl^llp
,3noxnsexeoq 10 aoxiod
-loq XX ^ r:x/^idaoi od bm? nlPilQi oX‘ .S
-Xnogio XXp boo ooXvioa dfierrtmevo^ nl snoa
cdX iob:i0 10 dfieraiiiovoO ©.cTd lo an ox das
-10 gi^btflonJ: tCoidnoo dosilbxrx ic dosilb
Itjlomuxxl \15:p lo dqloo&i n.t aiicXdpxi0j33
diQVo dop Yfio .nroll fdl r::oil J»Oiipdaxeap
od lovboadpriv.' . T;rav; xtX oIcTpIX dit.voo io
tiobio ^^"'^’''^-'•12 01^ o^dIIXnpn.oid rxld eioi;rj:l
lo dix;q TjTtc 10 oXorf’.v C'lxd lo "o
-3oq 10 aoxiodiiied adx tsedodB bedxiitU cxid
do.':5 Yrc-3 ;.;oi‘i ti.oXuoxdipq c.X nb/i 3 ^srioXBaec
-itJ: bemio o^piuoonc ic edXcnX od :;^iixbned
pbn.o:?i3qoiq io rcoXdpdx^p yjl^ io -.nor dnovied
ezid lo noxdoXoxv exfd ^icrlx jxo s.3 gnxvBxf
^asdpdS bedxnU erfd lo Xpxiodxiiod
orfd 10 ssnoXsp©38oq io soxiO'^xiied 8dx
Slid il Ggaaido p lo ©o,iol dxxocTp a^^lgnxTcf
10 ©Xoriv,' .oxfd lo leb.io Xpfooa io X.coXdlXoq
-xiiod adx toedpdP bodinD ©xld lo di^sq
.8qoxp;30e3oq io 36liod
-Xeei 10 nox dpcfio I Mid diiiiieq od do-' .£
fioxdssXn.3Sio yiip lo Y^t^dl iiod adX no eoneo
no Slid dnevoiq od bnp -- qooig io
tqoGig 1C noXdPrZiiniSP.io lo Yiodiiisd sdx
Yhb lo eXexoxllo lo aavldpdnoaeiqeil lo io
Eiilolo qeof-'Xt rfoxiJw -- qr.'ois io noldosxn.sgio
dqr'odd.e aoilsm io .^lo dr-oxEiiovoO erfd sd od
bt.'dxnU exfd ':io YdXigednl iRiiodxiied ©ild noqn
don ; 3.11012 390 aoq io aoliodliied adx tsododS
adl no d.nii'q ic dioqqna teslblacfna ^raiol od
aqfiOiY 10 snoldBslrr.ogio Y'^odlXlrri Y’^odiiiod
6United States > its territories or po.s-
sessionsj and to prevent any recruiting
on behalf of such organizations and
groups,
4, Not to permit the formation or
residence on its territory/- of any organiza-
tion — or group — and to prevent the
activity on its territory of any organi-
zation or group, or of representatives or
officials of any organization or group --
v/hioh has as an aim the overthrov/ or the
preparation for the ovartlirow of, or
the the bringing about by force of a
change in, the political or social order
of the whole or any part of the United
States, its territories or possessions,” 1
But this was by no means a unilateral agreement.
On the contrary. In answer to I-Ir, Litvinov, al'ter citing
verbatim the pledges contained in the declaration of policy
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in regard to the
United States, President Roosevelt vo'ote,
”lt will be the fixed policy of the
Executive of the United States within
the limits of the pov/ers conferred by
the Constitution and the laws of the
United States to adhere reciprocallv
to the engagements above expressed, ’ 2
Prom the outset it is apparent that there was
really no "meeting of the minds” of the parties to these
covenants. Undoubtedly the United States interpreted
1, Department of State, Eastern European Series , Litvinov
to x^oosevelt, November 15, 1933, No, 1 pp, 5-6,
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clause 2 to include the activities of the Comintarvi. Russia,
a sovereign state, felt no responsihilities for the acts
of an international organization, of which she was a me:7i-
ber, simply because such organization had its headquarters
in Moscow.
As one writer noted,
"it will be interesting to observe whether
organized anti-Soviet groups in the United
States, irrespective of whether they be
former Russian nationals or American citi-
zens, v;ill, after a decade and a half (ho
wrote in 1934) of complete immunity, feel
the heavy hand of the federal authorities." 1
1, Graham, M, V/, , " Rus s ian-Amerlean Relat ions 1917- 1955 "
Am, Pol, Sci, Rav"^ ^193 4 ) Vol, 28 p. 406,
tcfxiiroO siii lo eb-^d’.tvx;:lcx5 t-xi:: oLwIcrix od' S ecjJjBio
uJcs ©il? 'rol 3 0 j;j.tIiC'iexic«:(ee - on wlox tOd’JGd’e ngisnevos 3
-r^xo.r rr eria liojxl.v; lo tnoioJB si x;33:o Ix^rxc id'-on'iedni: ns ‘Jo
3'jicS‘if.'x;pir.vjn ,?d-i C)x4l xiolctssiiys^'io xione esn.-'Oed' ^Iqniie t’lecT-
.V'ooaoi'.I irx'
tbod’on ’X Odin's? eno bA
'XdixvCxfr; ©I'rxoatfc cd :'vii d e o ‘lo dni ?y- dl”
btdxnli’ erit ni sqrxc’X^ del vo.g-in-on bt'Sirr.^g'xo
&d •’^e.iAd ‘xendex^v lo ovldooqBe'irri .oodi^da
-idle nsox'Xt'iixA ‘10 ol/inoxrs- rsieBjjfi *iej3'xol
cr) llsxi .'•;. bus cb-joclb ? ‘ledl.-^ iIXxiv ^si.es
leel t’\rdxn;x;ti:;i euelcjt.r, 00 "lo (^.<-.Ql nx ejc'xv/
I ' .col di '10 .ddjLf 1 Xs'xcbel ojrfrf- ‘io bn
.ft.;
”ob^'-V^Z sclyt 7 oXon n/j Ql'LmA-smzBBJM'' t .iV .'X t-MO-ds^l-O ,1














The United States was the first government to
recognize the Provisional Government of Russia. Credits
were furnished to the new regime and missions of industrial
political and diplomatic import were exchs-nged.
In November, 1917 the Bolsheviks seized power.
Because the Bolsheviks immediately opened negotiations for
peace with Germany, the leaders were considered persona non
grata by the Allies, Peace at any price was only one of
the points in the program advocated by the Bolsheviks,
Equally obnoxious to the Allies was the policy of repudia-
tion of national debts, the confiscation of real property
and the nationalization of industry.
Until December, 1922, the government of Russia
was constituted in the Russian Soviet Federal Socialist
Republics. In that year the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics was organized. Russia proper became only a unit
of this organization. The formation of the Union gave






o'J dn£mn*i©vo3’ a's'ill ed:r bjsv; bedlnU erfT
sdlceiG
.-'xeBi/ri jo d'nsj.tdao voG Igkcibxvo^.*! ©sxrryjooe'i
rx.xicfsL'bnj; 'to exicxcexfu bnx? wen sxfd- od berls iniijl eiew
,5't>'9,cc,*xiox.s 6'iev.' d-ioc:r.iX oxdamolqxb brns Isoxjiloq
,'iyv/oq 5&5X&S BMxvedEloa ©xld- VXGI t^iectoevoK nl
joi B :ioX;j''ji Jo^en bensqo ’xleds iLeitunx siflverieloS eiict sp. rj^oeil
snopieg beieoXaticc enev/ oieb^Dl ed^ ^z^.am^oO XK-fivr ao'-isq
lo ono 7lno b-gw eox’iq cfs eojsol .ssxIIA odd- b:^b'1 }\
,P!:;X7^;iieXoa exid- Y- bed’s oovbj3 msiao'iq ed:^ ax ?.tnxoq exi
-'^Ibvqe^ 1o Y^xloq eiii sov/ sexXX.' edd- od GUoXxondo Y^-C^^upS'
Yd'i^'qoiq 'X.3e‘x lo n olds obi la ao erfd tGd’cfeb Isncxdsn lo aoxd
,Y'^^^dbnx lo noxdssxIjBnoXdsn erJd' br:s
jgIbbuFi 1q dne^itnaevop, odd' <iS'SQI taocTmeoeCI XidnU
dslXsXo^G Xj^xebe"! deJtvoa rxGxssuH ©dd nx bedjodxdBnoe bbv
dpXX.Bxcou dexvo3 lo noXnlT odd aseY d.odd nl .ooxXoaqeH
dXnu 3 y:Xcjo emsoecf aoqoaq oXeaxin .besXnss'^o psw anxXo'nqeH
evj3g aoXnU e.id lo rroxdr?n*iol edT .fjoidjoslns^iio axxfd lo
‘•xeddoo' xioxdxaj',oos'i Xonoxd.GnaodnX od xxXjsXo b oXBax/fi dexvoS
YXcxJoxveaq nxx'd bebnx/ol
Formsrly, the prohlem of recognition was in-
variably approached as of the recognition of a new govern-
ment, inasmuch as it was always considered that the Rus-
sian Soviet Federal Socialist Republics was the same Rus-
sia, the same subject of internptional lav/ but with the
borders and state system changed as a result of war and
revolution. Thus, the formation of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics changed the legal situation. From the
juristic standpoint, the recognition of the Union was no
longer to be considered on the basis of a change of govern
ment, nor was the Union to be regarded simply as a re-
formation and expansion of the Russian Soviet Federal So-
cialist Republics. The Russian Constitution, adhered to
voluntarily by all the Federated Republics, created an
entity that, in international law, v/as to be dealt with as
a new state — and not merely a. change of government.
But the United States clung to its puritanical
doctrine of legitimacy, despite the changes in administra-
tion. With the accession of the Republicans to office in
1920, the Soviets sought to reestablish business relations
and offered to remove any grounds for discrepancy between
the two nations. Secretary Hughes, however, clung to the
same objectives of his predecessors, though his reasons
were radically altered. He laid special emphasis upon
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"ability and a disposition to disobargo international ob-
ligations" as "the fundamental question of recognition of
a government".
Again, in 1923, wars the Soviet hopes revived.
This time construing President Goolidge’s message to Con-
gress as a harbinger of American friendly tidings. But
again the Soviet offer to negotiate was ill received —
Secretary Hughes informing them that no negotiations were
necessary for the Soviet Government to assume its just
responsibilities.
The functions of acceptance and ratification of
the Kellogg Pact was reserved to the United States, but
the treaty itself was held open to other powers. According
ly, the Soviet Union became the first outside power to be-
come a party thereto. Nevertheless, despite expert opin-
ion to the contrary. Secretary Kellogg disaffirmed any
Suggestion that participation in a multipartite agreement
resulted in the recognition of all participants.
In the meantime the judicial decisions of the
courts of lav/ of the United States had developed to such
a point that by 1929 "judicial recognition" had been
effected. Shortly after thst the courts had recognized
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a de facto
government.
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Early in tlie Koosevslt administration a change
in the policy of the United States became obvious. Unen-
cumbered by any party commitments on Russian policy.
President Roosevelt first included Russia in his message
to the disarmament conference and then, with democratic
directness, invited the Soviets to negotiations to settle
any outstanding questions that stood in the v/ay of ef-
fecting a re-establishment of regular relations between
the two governments,
A series of notes effected betv/oen the two
countries provided for mutual guarantees of non-interfer-
ence with the domestic affairs of both governm.ent s; pledge
to refrain from^ propaganda or to allow the function of
groups inimical to the respective ways of life of both
countries and provisions for the holding of fair trials
of persons accused of crimes in Russia.
Russia further guaranteed freedom of conscience
and religious liberty to Americans in Russia. Provision
for the adjustment of claims at future negations and the
Russian government to respect the previous and future acts
of Americsn courts in regulating the property of the Rus-
sian Government also figured in the agreement.
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THE COMMISSARY OF THE PEOPLE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
PSIROGRI^.D, November* 7, old style, 1917
MR.AIvIBASSADoR OP THE UNITED STATES: By the present I have
the honor to inform you, Mr. Ambassador, that the National
Congress of the Counoils of the Deputies of the Workmen
and Soldiers established on the 26th of the month of
October of this year (old style) a new government of the
Russian Republic under the form of the Council of the
Commissaries of the People, The president of this Govern-
ment is Mr. Vladimir Ilioh Lenin and the management of the
foreign policy was entrusted to me as Commissary of the
People for Foreign A.ffairs.
In drav/ing your attention to the text of the
proposition for an armistice and a democratic peace with-
out annexations or contributions founded on the right of
people to dispose of themselves, proposals approved by the
Congress of the Councils of Workmen and Soldiers, I have
the honor to beg you, Mr. Ambassador, to be good enough
to regard the above-mientioned document as a formal pro-
posal for an armistice without delay on all the fronts and
for the opening without delay of negotiations for peace —
a proposal which the plenipotentiary government of the
Russian Republic is addressing simultaneously to all bel-
ligerent nations and to their governments,
I beg you, Mr, Ambassador, to be good enough to
accept the assurance of the perfect consideration and very
profound respect of the government of the councils for the
people of the United States who also like all the other
peoples exhausted b7/ this incomparable butchery cannot
help but ardently desire peace.
The Commissary of the People for Foreign Affairs
LEON TROTSKY
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COMLISSARY OP THE PEOPLE FOR PORE3DN hVFklRS,
PETROGR^iD, November 29, 1917,
For the information of the representatives of the
countries allied with Russia:
In reply to the formal proposition of the Council
of the Commissaries of the People ^ regarding the opening of
negotiations for an immediate armistice on all fronts for
the purpose of concluding a democratic peace v/ithout an-
nexations and contributions with the right of all nations
to self-determtostion the Gerruan supreme comrAand has made
known its consent. All the documents relating thereto and
the statements of facts have been published by me in the
’’bulletin of the Centre! Executive Committee, ’
Military operations on the Russian front have
been brought to a" standstill. The preliminary negotiations
will begin on November 19/D0C ember 2, The Council of the
Commissaries of the People, as formerly, so also now,
considers necessary the simultaneous conducting of the
negotiations by all the Allies with a view to attaining a
speedy armistice on all fronts and to secure a universal
democratic peace.
The Allied Governments and their diplomatic
representatives in Russia will be good enough to reply
whether they wish to take part in the negotiations, which
are to open on December 2, at 5 p,m.
Commissary of the People for Foreign Affair s
L. TROTSKY
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TROTSKY^S STATEMERY: ON PROPOSALS FOR A GSl'IERAL ARMISTICE
1. As evidanoed by
general and not separate
tioo we may bo forced by
eyes before the facts.
all our 3 teps> we are strivir-g for
armistice. To a separate armis-
our allies if they will close theilb
2, We are ready at any moment with any representatively
of the Allies (translator thinlcs this means any of the
Allies) to conduct negotiations for immediate accomplish-
ment of an armistice,
y/e did not demand a parliamentary ’’recognition,”
\7o are recognized by the people.
We want business negotiations. We reserve the
right to publish protocols for the information of all,
3, That negative attitude with which our peace ini-
tiative is being met from the side of several of the Allied
Government s> cannot in the slightest change the course of
our policy.
The Allies should answer: are they willing to be-
gin negotiations for immediate armistice aiming at the con-
clusion of peace and democratic principles*^ Are they agre^
initiative in this direction? Do theyable to support our
demand other measures? Vfhat kind?
As long as Allied Governments ansv/er with bars "no
recognition” of us and our initiative we will follow our
own course appealing to the peoples after the governments.
Should the results of the appeal bring separate peace,
which we do not want, responsibility will fall completely
upon the Allied Governments,
Trotsky,
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APPSKTDIX IV
An example of o ertification by the Department of State
offered in ovidenoe by the Provisional Government in suits
where the status of the latter was questioned as a defense
to the action.
1, The Government of the United States
accorded recognition of the Provisional Gov-
ernment of Russia as the successor of the
Russian Imperial Government and has not ac-
corded recognition to any government in
Russia since the overthrow. of the Provi-
sional Government of Russia,
2, The Department of State is cog-
nizant of the fact that the Soviet regime
is exercising control and power in terri-
tory of the former Russian Empire and the
Department of Stats has no disposition to
ignore that fact,
3, The refusal of the Government of
the United States to accord recognition
to the Soviet regime is not based on the
ground that the regime does not exercise
control and authority in territory of
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